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This work is a study of the earthquake (Mw=6.8) occurred May 21, 2003 in Zemmouri (Algeria) through a
methodology based on teleseismic data, uplift measurements and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data with the
objective to evaluate two solutions for the geometry of the fault (A – strike = 64º; dip = 50º and rake = 97º; B –
strike = 256º; dip = 40º and rake = 91º).
The interferometric fringes revealed a strong displacement in the satellite direction (∼53 cm) along the coast
of Algeria, between the cities of Boumerdes and Zemmouri. The inversion of the Body wave (Kikuchi and
Kanamori, 1991) for the two focal solutions (one plane dipping to the South and the second plane dipping to the
North) showed distinct ruptures. However both bilateral with two asperities, one near the hypocenter and another
shallower. The maximum slip (model A = 3.8 m and model B = 4.0 m) occurred near the hypocenter, in both
rupture models. The surface displacements model was obtained by Okada equations (Okada, 1992) using the
EDCMP algorithm (Wang et al., 2003), for the two rupture models and these 3D displacements were projected in
the satellite direction (LOS – Line-of-sight) to compare with the interferogram.
The geographic location of the fault plane was determined by comparing the coastal uplift measurements over
several vertical profiles, parallel to the coastline and the synthetic ones produced by the model. The best solution
corresponds to the minimum standard deviation between them.
The surface displacements calculated from these source models indicate that the model based on the plane A
produces results closer to the interferogram and the uplift measurements of the coastline.
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